
Vision Statement

Frederick Douglass Elementary purposefully nurtures all students to become responsible global
citizens who are independent thinkers prepared for challenges in today’s world.

● What does nurture mean?
○ To care, give attention, to grow, develop, and succeed.

● What does it mean to be responsible?
○ Taking ownership of actions and holding themselves accountable

● What does it mean to be a global citizen?
○ To be aware of and understand the wider world - and your place in it. A global

citizen is empathetic and understands their role in the community, working with
others to make the world a better place.

● What does it mean to be an independent thinker?
○ To improve the quality of his or her thinking by skillfully analyzing, assessing,

and reconstructing it. Making sense of the world based on personal observations
and experiences rather than just going along with the thoughts of others.

● What is meant by challenges?
○ The wide range of problems and obstacles students will encounter as members of

society.

Mission Statement

We are EAGLES...Empowering All students by Growing lasting relationships Leading
through challenges Encouraging excellence and Success through growth and achieving goals.

● Who do we serve?
○ All students regardless of his/her race, gender, socioeconomic background

or educational label
● How do we serve them?

○ Empower (make students more confident, develop, care, give attention)
○ Encourage (support, give hope, advise, stimulate to develop)
○ Growing relationships (seeking opportunities to invest in others and

develop meaningful friendships: teacher to teacher, teacher to student,
student to student, teacher/school to community, teacher to parent, admin
to parent, admin to teacher, admin to community)

○ Leading through challenges  (obstacles, problems. guiding through
productive struggle, difference of opinion, change, tough choices, skill
gaps)

● What do we stand for?
○ Excellence (putting forth best effort in all that we do)
○ The success of our students through student growth and achieving goals.



Motto:
Every student matters, every student counts

● What is meant by every student?
○ Every child regardless of his/her race, gender, socioeconomic background

or educational label (EC, ESL, AIG, Migrant)
● What is meant for a student to matter or count?

○ Each student is viewed as an individual. Understanding and celebrating
them as individuals adds meaning and value to the school community
beyond grades and standardized test scores. Every adult (staff member)
should be proactive in examining everything (academic, behavior,
social/emotional) about every child every day to provide effective and
efficient support to define and ensure success for every student.

Belief Statements:
We believe...

● All students should learn in a safe and nurturing environment
● Every child can grow and achieve when high expectations have been set

regardless of his/her race, gender, socioeconomic background, or educational
label.

● Learning is a shared, nurturing experience between a child and those who touch
his/her life. Parent and community partnerships are an integral part of a child’s
education.

Core Values:
● Teamwork- collaborating with stakeholders to achieve common goals
● Integrity-doing the right thing at all times
● Relationships-seeking opportunities to invest in others and develop meaningful

friendships
● Perseverance-determined to see things through despite difficulty or time it takes
● Responsibility/Accountability- taking ownership of our actions and holding

ourselves responsible
● Respect- regard for the feelings, wishes, and traditions of others
● Equity- Seeing everyone as individuals providing opportunities that fit their

individual need


